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The growing 
mobile menace.
New research from Sapio and 
Menlo Security lays bare the 
scale of the smartphone cyber 
threat to enterprises.

Mobile threats to the enterprise are 
on the rise — and 53 percent of IT 
decision makers aren't ready.

Key 
findings:

believe end users are 
more open to attacks 
on mobile devices 
than a year ago

think their employees 
report mobile browser 
vulnerabilities every time 
they occur 

said attacks on mobiles 
are becoming more 
frequent and sophisticated 

said mobile security was 
a high priority in 2021. 
59% said it was very high

34%

55% of IT decision makers 
believe organizations 
should be 
responsible for 
securing mobile 
devices used 
for work

Split decision: 

53% of respondents said it’s not possible to 
be prepared for all the tactics and strategies 
used by attackers targeting mobile devices

3/4 believe end users are more 
open to attacks on mobile 
devices than a year ago 

Phishing is still the most common 
mobile security attack

Only 1/3 employees update their 
mobile device or operating system 
as soon as a new patch is issued

Most employees think 
iOS (62%) and the 
Apple App Store (58%) 
are more secure than 
Android & Google Play

of IT decision makers 
have found malicious 
document downloads 
on corporate-owned 
mobiles in the past 12 
months

A 100% safe space 
for mobile working.

Menlo's secure web gateway 
(SWG) with web isolation 
technology completelty separates 
mobile devices and users from 
internet-borne threats. 

It can be deployed quickly at 
infinite scale to completely 
eliminate the threat of malware 
from mobile websites, emails 
and infected documents.

550 employees: 
zero endpoint infections 

All attempts to access 
malicious website stopped 

What do 
the other 
45% think?

The hand-held insider threat. 

82%

62%


